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Semi-annual Far Eastern Mathematical Journal (FEMJ) is published by the Far Eastern Branch
of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The journal publishes articles both in Russian and English
languages on all areas of pure and applied mathematics, mechanics, containing a summary
of original results not previously published and not considered for publication elsewhere. In
agreement with the editor-in-chief, FEMJ publishes reviews and small notes containing essentially
new results.

Article format

The editorial board recommends to be guided by the following rules. Articles prepared without
compliance with these rules will be rejected.

General provisions
1. All articles should be submitted to the editorial board in one copy.
2. Article should be signed by all authors. The nal version of an article should be carefully
checked, as proofreading is not sent to the author.
3. Articles which are results of work carried out in the institutions must have referral from
them.
4. The beginning of article must contain UDC and MSC2020 classier indexes, names of
authors, title of article and abstract.
5. The abstract must contain at least 250 words and be a short summary of the article of the
following form: the purpose of the study, methods, results and conclusion. The annotation
includes keywords written at the end on a separate line.
6. At the end of the article (after the references), the surnames and initials of the authors,
their aliation, the title of article, abstract and keywords should be written in English
transcription.
7. It is necessary to specify the e-mail addresses of all authors and the author responsible
for the correspondence with the editors.
8. The size of article usually should not exceed 25 journal pages. Articles exceeding that
limit are approved for publication in exceptional cases by decision of the editorial board.
The topics and the amount of reviews should be agreed with the editor-in-chief. A small
notes should be about 3-5 pages.
9. References to unpublished articles the results of which are used in the proof are not
permitted.
10. Request of the editorial board on the revision of the article does not mean that the
article is approved for publication, as it will again be considered by reviewers and then by
the editorial board. Revised version of article should be sent to the editorial board with
response to the notes of the reviewers.
11. The editorial board reserves the right not to sent back the copy of rejected article and not
to discuss the motives of rejection.

Requirements to preparing of articles
1. It is preferable to use LATEX2ε for preparation le of article. The editors thoroughly
recommend to follow the requirements written below. Providing the le in any other
dialect of TEX can slow down passing the article.
2. The article template including all necessary les can be downloaded from the link
http://www.iam.khv.ru/femj/auxfiles/example_en.zip.
3. It is not allowed to override standard TEX and LATEX commands. To dene a new macro
use \newcommand instead of \def. It is recommended to minimize the quantity of custom
macro.
4. Drawings in the article can be prepared by the appropriate LATEX graphic packages. It
is also allow to create drawings in Encapsulated Post Script format using any graphic
software which is scalable image le format such as Adobe Illustrator, CorelDraw, etc.
5. All articles listed in the bibliography must be referenced in the text. The order of the
references as mentioned in the text.
6. References should be prepared using AMSBIB style.
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7. Prepared article should be sent to one of the following e-mail addresses: FEMJ@iam.dvo.ru
or femjpublish@gmail.com.
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